Keynote Speaker:
Mike Iandolo, Vice President, Mobility Product Management, Lucent Technologies

Plenary Speakers:
Robert Yang, CEO, Hong Kong Applied Science & Technology Research Institute
Tom Koch, Director, Center for Optical Technologies, Lehigh University
Fred Juang, Motorola Foundation Chair Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology
Mike Schwartz, Executive Director & Chief Strategist, Operation Solutions, Telcordia
Wuqiang Li, Science and Technologies Counselor, Consulate General of PRC in New York
Steve Socolof, Managing Partner, New Venture Partners
Xiaomang Yu, Commissioner, Development Strategy Consulting Committee, China Unicom
Jianping Chen, Professor, Dept. of Electronic Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Alice Chou, Director, Information Services, Taiwan Institute of Economic Research
Zhao hui Wu, Deputy Dean, College of Computer Science, Zhejiang University
Ian Chiou, Director, Industrial Technology Research Institute
Shen-Chang Chao, VP, Hong Kong Applied Science & Technology Research Institute

Wireless Sessions:
Wireless and Wireline Convergence
Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
Broadband Wireless and Sensory Network
Wireless Mobile Communications

Optical Sessions:
Enabling Technologies for Optical Communications and Networks
Optical Communications and Network Systems
Applications of Fiber and Integrated Optical Communications
Optoelectronics and Network Elements

Multimedia Sessions:
What's Next in Wireless Multimedia
Digital Wireless Multimedia
Emerging Multimedia Technologies
Interactive Multimedia

Registration Fee (2 day program rates):
Before 04/15/05: Regular $140; Sponsor organizations $120; Student: $50.
After 04/15/05: Regular $170; Sponsor organizations $150; Student: $50.

Attend the 14th Wireless & Optical Communications Conference (WOCC)! Catch up with the latest trends in telecommunication industry! Understand hot topics in Asia Pacific Markets!